Discipline Committee
2014-15 ACTION PLAN
1. Review and update the Rules of the Law Society that relate to but not limited to :
 Unclaimed Trust Accounts Monies
 The scope of the Chairperson’s authority to order after investigation
2. Improve and increase the LSN website information that relates to the complaint process
including a user friendly complaint help form available in at least 3 of the official
languages
3. Develop a fitness to practice process
4. Implement the National Discipline Standardsi :
http://www.flsc.ca/_documents/DISCStandardsMay2014.pdf



Strengthen the LSN’s in-house structure to comply with the Standards and create a
system to track and report on its compliance
Inform the membership ( newsletter, notice to profession, website)

i

National Discipline Standards ( from the FLSC Intranet – Accessed on December 8, 2014)
Purpose of the National Discipline Standards Project
The handling, investigation and disposition of complaints are the core work of law societies. Public confidence in
the handling of complaints is vital. Consistent, efficient, fair and transparent complaint and discipline processes will
foster confidence in the ability of law societies to fulfill their regulatory mandate.
The goal of the National Discipline Standards Project is to develop consistent, high national standards for how law
societies handle complaints and conduct discipline processes. The Federation has been working with the law
societies to develop a set of standards that relate to the processes in place for all stages of handling a complaint
against a lawyer, from intake through to investigation and adjudication.

Pilot Project Phase (April 2012 – April 2014)
A two-year pilot phase began on April 1, 2012 to test the standards. The standards have undergone two revisions as
a result of feedback received from law societies. The revised standards will continue to be tested until the standards
are approved by Council of the Federation and adopted by law societies.
Next Steps
The Council of the Federation approved the final standards in April 2014 and established a Standing Committee on
National Discipline Standards. Law societies have now been asked to adopt the final set of standards and
implement them by January 1, 2015. Once the standards have been implemented, law societies will track and
report on their compliance with the standards. It is anticipated that general information on compliance with
the standards by law societies as a whole will be made public [Our underline].

